Debut Author Michael L. Farr’s New Book “Rerock” Challenges the State of Urban Neighborhoods and Proposes Improvements

Recent release “Rerock: How to Renovate and Rebuild Urban (Black) Neighborhoods” from Page Publishing author Michael L. Farr confronts urban decline and supplies positive alternatives.

ST. LOUIS (PRWEB) February 03, 2020 -- Michael L. Farr, a community activist who has experienced the pitfalls of suffering cities first hand, has completed his new book “Rerock: How to Renovate and Rebuild Urban (Black) Neighborhoods”: a thorough examination of data concerning policies, which, through design or coincidence, seem to hinder the growth of Black Americans throughout the country.

“Rerock is a full, true look and breakdown of black communities across our nation,” Michael L. Farr said of his work. “It shows ways to change our way of thinking so that we can get our communities back to functioning more on the positive side of the fence than the mountains of negative outlooks and actions that we have going on today.”

Published by Page Publishing, Michael L. Farr’s work forces individuals to question themselves and their actions, their decisions and their opinions, in order to reevaluate the lives they have led up to now in order to become improved members of their neighborhoods.

“In these pages, you will learn small things that you can do to be proud of where you live, who you are, and most of all proud to be a black human being,” Michael L. Farr promises potential readers. “My book doesn’t only apply to poor communities or just black communities, but also to middle-class, rich any race. All can get something out of these pages to help the community that they live in.”

To learn more about this inspired piece of social criticism, readers can purchase “Rerock: How to Renovate and Rebuild Urban (Black) Neighborhoods” at bookstores everywhere, or online at the Apple iTunes Store, Amazon, Google Play, or Barnes and Noble.

For additional information or media inquiries, contact Page Publishing at 866-315-2708.

About Page Publishing:

Page Publishing is a traditional, full-service publishing house that handles all the intricacies involved in publishing its authors’ books, including distribution in the world’s largest retail outlets and royalty generation. Page Publishing knows that authors need to be free to create, not mired in logistics like eBook conversion, establishing wholesale accounts, insurance, shipping, taxes, and so on. Page’s accomplished writers and publishing professionals allow authors to leave behind these complex and time-consuming issues and focus on their passion: writing and creating. Learn more at www.pagepublishing.com.
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